Helicopter Near Hit with Skyline Cable
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Hauler operator lowered all his
ropes to the ground to have smoko.
While out of the cab a low flying
helicopter flew down the valley. In
hauler operators opinion the
helicopter was directly in the vicinity
of where the ropes would of been
located if the crew was working
normally.
Hauler

A Low flying helicopter flew down a valley system which had a skyline logging
cable suspended across it. The crew had approximately 1.4km of rope out and
had been working doing similar rope suspension for the last 8+ months. By all
accounts if the ropes were not lowered at the time the helicopter flew over, the
results could have been catastrophic.
This a very serious incident which could have had the
worst possible outcome.
Tasman Pine Forrest have conducted a full investigation of this incident with the
help of Work Safe and the Civil Aviation Authority NZ (CAA)

Learnings from the investigation are:
• Any Cable Logging operation that has the potential for ropes to be
suspended greater than 60 meters AGL (Above Ground Level) must be
notified to the CAA. This must include GPS location, commencement and
finish dates, rope heights. CAA will enter it in their Notice to Airmen
(NOTAM) system. To Email; Airspacehazards@caa.govt.nz
• Google Earth has an elevation profile function within it (see screen shot
above). This may help identify areas above 60m AGL
• TPFL have created a process to inform the CAA of all its applicable cable
operations. External Crews and forest companies outside our estate are
welcome to get in touch and we will share this process.
• The CAA are going to run a nationwide education program to inform pilots
of the hazards associated with cable harvesting operations.
• For extreme cable spans, especially if cable is going to be suspended after
work hours, it is recommended extra visual aid is added to the cable if
possible.
Thanks
Tasman Pine Forest Team

